
canopy system



The Graypants canopy system simplifies the 
design and installation of our large-scale light 
installations, and pendants from our standard 
product line.

Dream big.



Modularity
Each canopy is a single metal unit, which can be combined 
in numerous combinations to create a wide variety  
of arrangements.

Loci design spanning across three rectangular canopies Loci with single or double tiled rectangular canopies

Tiled installations with pendants from our standard product line

Scalability
Standard canopies aren’t limited to large spaces. Single or 
double installations can accentuate any space. 



The canopies are designed to be installed easily into any 
ceiling. They can be directly flush-mounted to the ceiling or 
suspended by aircraft cable.

Flush-mounted example 
Roest pendants

Cable-suspended example 
Chrona pendants

Rectangular 

23.2 x 46.5 x 2.6 (in) 
59 x 118 x 6.6 (cm)

Circular 
 

36 x 36 x 2.6 (in) 
91 x 91 x 6.6 (cm)

Side

Top

Installation
Canopies are constructed from steel with a smooth black 
powder-coated finish. Custom canopy colors are available 
upon request.



Configurations
Each sculptural lighting fixture is based on a customizable system of glowing pixels. Each 
frosted pendant is lit from within, using the light-carrying qualities of fiber optic cable. Each 
installation is illuminated from a single illuminator hidden above the solid canopy, saving energy 
while maintaining brightness. Even when not illuminated, the formation catches the light and 
creates a dynamic focal point.

loci

Mobius 

Two tiled rectangular canopies 
118 cube pendants 

2m drop

Wave

Three tiled rectangular canopies 
120 cube pendants 

2m drop

Rain

Single rectangular canopy 
75 candle pendants 

2m drop

Ring

Single circular canopy 
80 candle pendants 

1m drop

Loci installation at Skyview Lounge, Seattle, WA Loci, which in Latin means ‘centralized 
sources of power,’ refers to the series’ 
innovative method of achieving hundreds or 
thousands of singular points of light in an 
installation. Rather than using many individual 
bulbs, which would consume unnecessary 
energy and require frequent maintenance, 
Loci installations are powered by only a small 
handful of ultra-bright, energy-efficient LEDs.

Spiral Ring  

Single circular canopy 
80 candle pendants 

3m drop



Loci installation at Canvas, Seattle, WA 



Fiber optic cables flawlessly carry the light from the hidden light sources, 
dispersing it to the ends of the fibers. Frosted acrylic catches and 
diffuses the light, imparting a candlelit glow.

Loci installation at Cove, Seattle, WA



Pendant types
Most Loci pendants are made from frosted acrylic. This allows 
the light to be visibly dispersed from the fiber optic cable. 
Custom pendant designs are available as well.

DIY or let us help
We love custom projects and would be happy to design a layout tailored specifically for 
your space. We will work with designers, contractors and subcontractors to help facilitate 
coordination and make sure technical requirements are met. Contact us about your project!
For more information visit: 
graypants.com/loci

Candle Pendant

1 x 1 x 6 (in) 
2.5 x 2.5 x 15 (cm)

Cube Pendant

2 x 2 x 2 (in) 
5 x 5 x 5 (cm)

Brass Pendant 
 
0.75 x 0.75 x 6 (in) 
2 x 2 x 15 (cm)



Murmurations are custom installations inspired by a 
breathtaking natural phenomenon. Flocking is considered an 
emergent behavior arising from simple rules that are followed 
by individuals without any central coordination. By creating 
our own simple design rules, we are able to create dynamic 
light installations comprising of a single layered cardboard 
pendant. These chandeliers are scalable from few to many 
pendants and can be customized to accentuate any space. 

murmurations

Configurations
Murmurations installations are designed to complement any type of project. 
These are available as project-specific custom installations of any size using 
our standard Moa pendants.

Flock Large 

Three tiled rectangular canopies 
142 pendants 

2m drop

Tornado

Single circular canopy 
30 pendants 

3m drop

Flock Small

Single rectangular canopy 
60 pendants 

2m drop



Murmurations installation at Renaissance Hotel, Seattle, WA



Murmurations installation at Maslow’s, Seattle, WA



Murmurations installation at private residence, Seattle, WA

DIY or let us help
We love custom projects and would be happy to design a layout tailored specifically for 
your space. We will work with designers, contractors and subcontractors to help facilitate 
coordination and make sure technical requirements are met. Contact us about your project!
For more information visit: 
graypants.com/murmurations
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